What is the perfect workspace?
Do you ever wish to resemble an office like Google with slides and wheel tires as chairs, well don’t be
scared to make radical changes to your office workspace. Can you transform your office into a place of
bursting colour, enthusiasm and creativity? The answer is most certainly yes! The secret to creating an
environment suitable for your company is through an invigorating relationship between your employees
and company culture. Context is everything! Redefining and restructuring your office can be a fun and
creative task for both parties, combining collaborative workspace. With many of you sitting around dingy
old cubicle styled desks, the greater need to collaborate is fast approaching. Take inspiration from
companies such as Facebook, Skype and Bloomberg who meet the needs of their employees. Going to
work day in and day out can be a chore in itself, but with a collaborative workspace encouraging
creativity and personality to thrive, you are sure to become the next biggest thing.
The term ‘mini revolution’, targets the drastic transformation many companies are undergoing. Workers
satisfaction is your aim and together with high efficiency, you can redefine your culture at work to
promote an increase in productivity. The past, characterized by an uninspiring décor has diminished and
has paved the way for employers to take drastic action in the form of collaborative decoration. New areas
of work fuse a playful, interactive and colourful twist to their workspace, resembling that of a playground.
They always say first impressions count, so it is important to have an office that stands out! Bright and
airy spaces with a perfect finish will achieve your goal in producing the highest quality collaborative
workspace.
With companies such as Lego employing unusually unique, quirky and energetic environments, they are
bound to produce high quality ideas and projects which are fuelled by a passion unchallenged by their
workspace. With friendly work spaces with whiteboards, bean bags, coloured walls and inventive
products, these companies are bound to give you inspiration to create a collaborative work space to the
fullest potential. It can be sometimes difficult to visualize your chosen layout of an office space, however
with the help of your company’s cultural image and persona; it can be easy to brainstorm ideas very
quickly. With an elevated eccentric work space, you can be sure to lighten the mood in the office.
Collaborative work spaces are in essence an intentional space with the tools necessary to create fun and
productive activities. Office spaces such as The Cube, offers exactly this; a collaborative workspace
defining the importance to work with others. Innovation and place for change remain two key
characteristics for collaborative work spaces and if you desire to recreate your office, then take tips from
offices such as these!
So if you are one of many, who hold power in the office and want to change the look of your office, then
think no further, and take the plunge! As many generic offices offer hundreds of plain white desks, white
walls and endless piles of documents, find inspiration that meets your company! Positivity will only
increase your chances in performing well at work! Publishers need areas of ‘thinking’ which are publicly
created, generating more support and engagement from others. Could the future of work spaces transform
into what The Modern Work Environment Lab have produced with a high tech, state of the art
workstation? This fabulous chair is one of the most advanced home offices available and could essentially
transform the essence of work spaces. Stay at breath for these new developments!
Bottom line, with an achievable floor plan, companies can achieve the unimaginable.

